Responses to public comments
on the
Proposed clinical practice guideline for automated seizure detection using wearable devices

We would like to express our gratitude to those who submitted comments on the clinical practice guideline proposal on automated seizure detection using wearable devices. The comments helped us improve the manuscript. The draft was open for public comments for 50 days. We received 20 comments submitted via the homepage and three comments sent from representatives of the IBE. As there was considerable overlap between the comments, we have grouped them according to the topics and we answer them below.

The five phases of clinical validation studies

Concern was raised that the proposed definitions of the phases matched what was done in drug trials as opposed to those specific for algorithm studies. The definitions and standards we used were explicitly developed for automated seizure detection using wearable devices (Beniczky and Ryvlin, Epilepsia 2018). To facilitate understanding the level of evidence behind device validation studies, we proposed five phases that the broad audience is familiar with, like those using similar stratification in drug clinical trials. Phase 3 studies provide compelling evidence for the efficacy, based on studies with robust design (no or minimal potential for bias) and phase 4 are post-validation, in-field studies, focusing on the applicability in the home environment of the patients. The definition of each phase was based on the key features of evaluating the performance of wearable devices and seizure detection algorithms, including all the factors listed in the comment: label quality (reference standard), double blinding between labeler and developer of the algorithm, and independence of the test data from the training data (analysis and alarms) (Beniczky and Ryvlin, Epilepsia 2018).

More specifically, we will explain here, how we classified the three studies mentioned in the comments. The study by Halford et al. (Epilepsia, 2017) presenting the dataset used for the FDA clearance, did not have a pre-defined detection threshold and the analysis was not real time: the algorithm was run centrally on the dataset, after it has been recorded. Therefore, it does not meet the criteria of phase 3. Detection threshold is an essential part of the algorithms, as it directly affects the most important output parameters: sensitivity and false alarm rate. In the study by Halford et al., the threshold was fit post-hoc for the whole recorded dataset, to optimize the performance. However, that was not tested on an independent dataset, limiting its generalizability. Due to the lack of pre-defined threshold, the offline analysis, and the lack of independent
validation dataset, this study was classified as phase 2. The study by Onorati et al. (Epilepsia 2017) analyzed offline the recordings from three different wristbands to train and test two new machine learning classifiers and a published classifier. They used a cross-validation approach to construct and validate the classifiers. However, cross-validation techniques may provide too optimistic estimates for out-of-sample prediction performance, especially when study samples are relatively small. To qualify as phase 3 study (providing compelling evidence for the efficacy of the device) the pre-defined algorithm and detection threshold must run real-time (simultaneously with the recording) on the wearable device. Otherwise, the outcome is based on numerous assumptions, and there is a considerable risk of bias. Therefore, the study by Onorati et al. does not qualify as phase 3. A review paper by Regalia et al. (Epilepsy Res 2019) mentioned that a prospective study with a “fixed and frozen” algorithm was undertaken for the FDA clearance. However, that study has not been published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal yet. The study by Arends et al. (Neurology 2018) was classified as phase 4, because it was conducted in the home environment of the patients (in a residential care setting). The reference standard was based on video recordings of the seizures. Since the study addressed major convulsive seizures, video recordings provide sufficient information for the reference standard: experts can reliably identify generalized / bilateral tonic-clonic seizures based on video recordings. EEG is not necessary for reliable identification of these seizures. Because this study used real-time analysis of the signals recorded with the wearable device, with a pre-defined algorithm and pre-defined detection threshold, against a reference standard that was reliable for the addressed seizure type (video recordings of the major convulsive seizures), it also fulfils the criteria for phase 3 studies. It was mentioned in the comment that 14 patients from the training-data group appear in the test-data group. The paper specified that 14 participants were previously enrolled in a phase 1 study. However, in the phase 3-4 study, new datasets (new recordings, new seizures) were prospectively recorded in these patients too. Although it qualifies as phase 3, we agree that this was a limitation of that study, and we added that comment to the revised version.

Study inclusion

Several comments mentioned studies that we did not include. We would like to reiterate that we only included phase 2-4 studies, due to the high risk of bias in phase 0-1 studies. In the Discussion section of the revised manuscript we cite the pilot studies for the modalities that later on were validated in phase 3-4 studies (for example the study by Lockman et al., Epilepsy & Behavior 2011). However, including several hundreds of phase 0-1 studies on devices and algorithms that were
promising, but not properly validated, was beyond the scope and limitation of this ILAE-IFCN working group.

Automated seizure detection using sub-scalp devices for ultra-long-term EEG recordings have not been validated yet in phase 2-4 studies. In the study by Weisdorf et al. (Epilepsia, 2019), mentioned in one of the comments, the subcutaneous EEG recordings were reviewed visually to identify electrographic seizures. As our guideline specifically addresses automated detection, this study was clearly outside the scope of our work.

We are aware of two phase 2 studies published after the date last searched (October 16th, 2019), and therefore not included: van Westrhenen et al. (Epilepsia. 2020) and Vandecasteele et al. (Epilepsia 2020). The rigorous systematic review methodology required for this report imposed to stick to a definite final search date to avoid bias by adding selected papers published after that date, Importantly, the message of these studies would not have changed the recommendations of the working group. As automated seizure detection using wearable devices is a rapidly developing field, we suggest updating this guideline at regular intervals or when high-level evidence is published, that would influence the recommendations.

Weighing the evidence

One comment addressed the way we weighed the published evidence and suggested that the recommendations were only based on the performance of the devices, and not on their clinical utility.

The way the recommendations were developed and the wording followed strictly the GRADE method. We found high-level of evidence that the validated wearable devices accurately detected tonic-clonic seizures (are “effective”). Conversely, there were only two “in-field studies” (phase 4) addressing its applicability, feasibility in the home environment, and assessing the clinical benefit of the devices. Although evidence is scarce, data from a phase-4 study suggest that a device decreased the number of injuries associated with tonic-clonic seizures.

In addition, based on the existing evidence regarding the association between nocturnal supervision and the risk of SUDEP, the practice guidelines of the American Academy of Neurology provide the following recommendation: “Recommendation 4. For persons with frequent GTCS and nocturnal seizures, clinicians may advise selected patients and families, if permitted by their individualized epilepsy and psychosocial circumstances, to use nocturnal supervision or other nocturnal precautions, such as the use of a remote listening device, to reduce SUDEP risk (Level C).” (Harden et al. Neurology 2017). We believe that GTCS detecting devices triggering an alarm
can be assimilated to remote listening devices, and that the above level C recommendation shall apply to both types of devices.

Altogether, we have high-level evidence that devices are “effective” in detecting tonic-clonic seizures, and we have scarce / indirect evidence about their clinical benefit. Following the GRADE methodology, this resulted in a weak, conditional recommendation. The wording of the recommendation reflects all the aspects listed above. We recommended using clinically validated wearable devices for automated detection of tonic-clonic seizures, especially in unsupervised patients who do not share a bedroom but where alarms can result in rapid intervention, within few minutes.

**Wording of the recommendations**

By unsupervised patients, we meant patients sleeping alone and without other form of supervision (for example CCTV). This was based on the risk-assessment: patients not sharing a bedroom and having at least one GTCS or FBTCs per year had a 67-fold increased risk of SUDEP (Sveinsson et al., Neurology 2020).

The wording of the recommendation is according to the GRADE method: the assessed intervention is either recommended or it is not recommended. For applications, lacking sufficient evidence at the time of the guideline development, the wording “does not recommend” should not hamper further research and development in the field. We revised the wording of the second recommendation to emphasize this, and explained it in more detail in the Discussion section of the revised text.

It was mentioned in the comments that in some patients, seizure types other than GTCS or FBTCs can be reliably detected using wearable devices. Indeed, we found studies supporting this statement (Table 2). However, these are only phase 2 studies, and there was lack of evidence for the feasibility of pre-selecting the suitable patients and for the clinical benefit. Therefore, the working group considered that these were not sufficient for issuing a positive recommendation. Further research and development are needed.

Concerning the granularity of the recommendations: The decision to recommend or not wearable devices is up to the physician managing the patients and this decision should be tailored to each individual patient. Therefore, these recommendations are meant to lay out guiding principles, and they allow some degree of flexibility.
Seizure quantification

Several comments noted that we focused the recommendations on automated seizure detection for triggering seizure-alarms, and we did not include recommendations for using automated seizure detection for seizure quantification. Actually, we specified in the Introduction section that the goals of the working group included reviewing the published evidence for using wearable devices to improve the objective documentation of seizure frequency. However, the current rate of false alarms might overestimate the true seizure frequency. Changes over time in FAR could lead to misleading within-patient trends of the detected event rate. We did not identify high-level published evidence for the accuracy or for the clinical benefit of seizure quantification using the currently available wearable devices. Therefore, based on the methodology we used, we were not able to issue a recommendation for this application – at present. However, we fully agree on the importance of objective seizure quantification and we listed this under “need for further research and development”. Several approaches seem to be promising for solving the issue of false alarms for seizure quantification. Off-line visual analysis by experts, of the surface EMG signals automatically detected by an algorithm resulted in accurate validation of the events. Off-line analysis of the biosignals, using cloud-computing and artificial intelligence could provide more accurate seizure detection. We added this explanation to the Discussion section.

Need for more phase 4 studies

Several comments mentioned the importance of in-field studies. We fully agree with these comments and we listed this under the “need for further research and development”. In addition, we added a paragraph to the Discussion section specifying that there is a need for more in-field studies for several reasons: 1) a more realistic estimation of the false alarm rate in the home environment of the patients; 2) assessment of the feasibility of ultra-long-term use of these devices, including patient groups with additional challenges (co-morbidities, disabilities); 3) estimation of the proportion of time with device deficiency; 4) investigation of the ultimate clinical benefit of wearing the devices; 5) adherence to daily usage. We agree that wearable devices will be of benefit only to the degree that patients accept their long-term and everyday use. Assessment of the device retention rate in phase 4 studies will be important.

Importance of high quality clinical studies

We fully agree with the comments that emphasized the need for high quality clinical studies. The crucial aspects mentioned in the comments are all included into the standards we have proposed
for clinical validation studies of wearable devices for automated seizure detection (Beniczky and Ryvlin, Epilepsia 2018).

Seizure detection vs. seizure prediction

Based on information from scalp EEG and video recording, the precise time-point of seizure-start often difficult to determine. Intracranial recordings demonstrated unequivocal seizure activity before any signs visible on the scalp EEG or video. Therefore, seizure-detection time-points shortly preceding the non-invasive video-EEG data, cannot be considered as seizure prediction. We would like to emphasize that seizure prediction was beyond the scope and limitation of this work.
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